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Abstract
Face verification has many potential applications including filtering and ranking image/video search results on
celebrities. Since these images/videos are taken under uncontrolled environments, the problem is very challenging
due to dramatic lighting and pose variations, low resolutions, compression artifacts, etc. In addition, the available
number of training images for each celebrity may be limited, hence learning individual classifiers for each person
may cause overfitting. In this paper, we propose two ideas
to meet the above challenges. First, we propose to use individual bins, instead of whole histograms, of Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) as features for learning, which yields significant performance improvements and computation reduction
in our experiments. Second, we present a novel Multi-Task
Learning (MTL) framework, called Boosted MTL, for face
verification with limited training data. It jointly learns classifiers for multiple people by sharing a few boosting classifiers in order to avoid overfitting. The effectiveness of
Boosted MTL and LBP bin features is verified with a large
number of celebrity images/videos from the web.
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Figure 1. Examples of faces of celebrities from our data sets for
experiments. (a) Face images of Bill Gates. (b) Faces of Bill Gates
from videos. (c) Faces images of three other celebrities. Images in
the same row belong to the same celebrity.

1. Introduction
One of the most frequent types of image/video search
queries on the web are about people (celebrities). Current search engines mainly rely on the text information
nearby the images/videos for such tasks. Although the top
few returned examples are often satisfactory, the precision
drops quickly when more lower ranked examples are included. Apparently, text information alone is not sufficient
to achieve very high accuracy. For instance, if “Eva Longoria” is used as the keyword to query from YouTube, the
returned video ranked as No. 9 actually shows how to fake a
bob with the hair style of Eva Longoria, where Eva does not
show up at all. In addition, for celebrity videos, it would be
helpful to know when the celebrity appears in a video and
the frequency of appearance, which is an indicator of how

much a video is relevant. For example, people may be more
interested in an MTV of Eva Longoria than a video of a long
news program where she just shows up once. In these scenarios, face recognition technologies may greatly improve
the search results.
In this paper, we address the following problem: Given
a small set of face images of a celebrity (e.g., the top query
results from a text-based search engine), verify whether the
celebrity is in other images and videos that are returned by
the search engine. In the past, face recognition has achieved
significant progress under controlled conditions. However,
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web-based face verification is a much harder problem since
the web is an open environment [6, 16] where pose, lighting, expression, age and makeup variations are more complicated. In addition, face images and videos on the web
often have very low resolution and exhibit severe compression artifacts. Some examples are shown in Figure 1.
Our contribution is two-fold. First, we propose a
framework for face verification using Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) [11] features and boosting classifiers. LBP-based
face recognizer [1] outperformed many existing popular
face recognition approaches such as Eigenface [15], Fisherface [2], Bayesian face [10] and Gabor features [17] on
public databases due to its high discrimination power and
robustness to lighting and misalignment. We show that by
selecting discriminative features from a large set of LBP
features using boosting, the verification accuracy can be further improved. Moreover, these LBP features can be computed very efficiently through early rejection, which results
in significant computation reduction compared with [22].
Second, a boosted Multi-Task Learning (Boosted MTL)
algorithm is presented. Since the positive training examples are often retrieved from top query results from textbased search engines, it is necessary to limit the size of the
training data set. Consequently, a typical machine learning
algorithm may easily overfit on the training data set. We
propose to use Boosted MTL to address the overfitting issue. In our approach, K boosting classifiers are learned
jointly for M celebrities, where M ≥ K. Every celebrity
then composes his/her own combined classifier, which is a
mixture of the K classifiers. The key observation is that
celebrities who have commonality in their features should
be explained by the same boosting classifiers, while those
who do not have commonality should have a different mixture of the K boosting classifiers. Boosted MTL effectively
overcomes overfitting and achieves better results than training individual classifiers for each person or training a single
classifier that simply tells if two images are from the same
person or not, as shown in our experimental results.

poses, lightings and expressions are relatively limited. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in studying
face recognition in unconstrained environments [16, 6, 18,
5]. Huang and Learned-Miller et al. built a database, Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW), which contains more than
13, 000 images of faces from web [7]. It was shown that the
performance of many existing face recognition approaches
dropped significantly in such unconstrained environments.
Boosting was applied to face recognition using PCA,
LDA and Gabor features to build weak classifiers [4, 8, 20].
The work most relevant to ours is [22], where histograms
of LBP inside local regions are used to build the weak classifiers in an AdaBoost framework. Although it was better
than many other features, the improvement compared with
using LBP directly in [1] is marginal. In our work, counts
of bins instead of local histograms are used to build weak
classifiers. Compared with [22], we have a much larger pool
of more independent features, and the weak classifiers are
simpler. Our experimental results show that this leads to a
surprisingly big improvement on face verification accuracy
and makes verification much faster compared with [22].
Most existing boosting approaches for face recognition
train classifiers for different individuals separately [4, 8]
or a single classifier applying to all the faces [10, 20, 22].
The first approach may easily lead to overfitting, since our
training examples for each individual are limited. The second approach fails to consider variations among different
celebrities, and therefore its performance is suboptimal. In
the past, people proposed different schemes such as feature
sharing [14] for combatting overfitting issues. In this paper,
we propose a novel algorithm called Boosted MTL, which
is rooted from multi-task learning [12]. Multi-task learning is a machine learning approach that learns a problem
together with other related problems at the same time using
a shared representation. It often leads to a better model for a
single task than learning it independently, because it allows
the learner to use the commonality among tasks. To our
best knowledge, our proposed algorithm is the first boosting framework that inherently performs multi-task learning.

2. Related work
Web-based face recognition is an emerging research
topic. Stone et al. [13] utilized the social network context provided by Facebook to autotag personal photographs
on the web. Yagnik and Islam [19] used the text-image cooccurrence as a weak signal to learn a set of consistent face
models from a very large and noisy training set of face images of celebrities on the web. Face images of a celebrity
are clustered, and the outliers are removed. This consistency learning framework requires a large initial data set
and high computational cost. In contrast, our work assumes
a small and noise-free training set for face verification.
Most face recognition work was evaluated on databases
collected in controlled environments where the variations of

3. LBP Features for Boosting
3.1. Introduction of LBP
LBP is a powerful texture descriptor introduced by Ojala
et al. [11]. As shown in Figure 2 (a), it defines the neighborhood of a pixel i by uniformly sampling P pixels along
the circle centered at i with radius R. If the pixels in the
neighborhood do not fall exactly on the grid, their values
are estimated using bilinear interpolation. The pixels in the
neighborhood are assigned with binary numbers by thresholding against the value of pixel i, as shown in Figure 2
(b). These binary numbers are then assembled into a decimal number, which is used as the label or the local binary

(c)
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Figure 2. LBP operator. See details in text.

pattern of pixel i. For instance, in Figure 2 (b), the centered
pixel will be labeled as 11100000 = 224. A local binary
pattern is called uniform if it contains at most two bitwise
transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when the binary string
is considered circular. For example, 00000000, 00011110
and 10000011 are uniform patterns, and 00010100 is not.
One extension of LBP is to keep only uniform patterns
and map all the non-uniform patterns to a single label. As
observed from the experiments in [11], uniform patterns appear much more frequently than non-uniform patterns. It
has been shown that such an extension of LBP can increase
the robustness to noise and improve the computational efficiency (since the size of the codebook is significantly reduced). In some sense, uniform patterns characterize edges
with particular directions, length and scales. In the followu2
.
ing, we denote the operator of uniform patterns as LBPP,R
In [1], the face region is first divided into local regions, as
shown in Figure 2 (c). The histograms of uniform patterns
inside the local regions are used as features for face recognition. This approach outperformed many popular face recognition approaches. LBP has several advantages for face
recognition. First, it has high discrimination power by characterizing a very large set of edges. If there are P pixels
uniformly sampled along the circle, there will be 3P (P −1)
uniform patterns. When choosing different P and radius R,
different uniform patterns can be computed. Second, LBP is
more robust to lighting variations. Local binary patterns do
not change, if the values of centered pixels and their neighborhoods are under the same monotonous transformation.
Third, since histograms are used as features, they are more
robust to misalignment and pose variations.
The approach proposed in [1] simply added the distances
of local histograms. It included all the uniform patterns,
some of which are redundant and may deteriorate the accuracy. The computational efficiency is also low. In the
following, we propose to use boosting to select a small set
of uniform patterns best for face verification.

3.2. LBP for Boosting
We apply the well-known AdaBoost algorithm [3] for
face verification, as shown in Algorithm 1. Given a set

Algorithm 1 Adaboost Learning with LBP Features
a
1: Input an image training set A = {xa
1 , . . . , xNa } of
b
celebrity C, an image training set B = {x1 , . . . , xbNb }
of other celebrities excluding C, feature candidates
F = {f1 , . . . , fL }, and distance measure of features
d(f (x1 ), f (x2 )).
2: Output h(x1 , x2 ), a similarity score of whether the two
images x1 and x2 are from celebrity C or not.
a
3: Initialize weights w1,i,j
= Na (N2a −1) with 1 ≤ i ≤ j <
1
b
Na , and w1,i,j = Na Nb with 1 ≤ i ≤ Na , 1 ≤ i ≤ Nb .
4: for t = 1, . . . , T do
5:
Normalize the weights,
a
wt,i,j
P
a
b
i0 ,j 0 wt,i0 ,j 0 +
i0 ,j 0 wt,i0 ,j 0

a
wt,i,j
←P

b
wt,i,j
P
a
b
i0 ,j 0 wt,i0 ,j 0 +
i0 ,j 0 wt,i0 ,j 0

b
wt,i,j
←P

6:

For each fk train a threshold ρk , minimizing error,
k =



1n X a
wt,i,j 1 − S d fk (xai ) , fk xaj , ρk
2 i,j
X

 o
b
+
wt,i,j
1 + S d fk (xai ) , fk xbj , ρk
,
i,j

7:
8:

where S(z, ρ) = 1 if z ≤ ρ and -1, otherwise.
Choose the feature ft with the lowest error t .
Update the weights:
1−ea
i,j

a
a
wt+1,i,j
= wt,i,j
βt

1−ebi,j

b
b
, wt+1,i,j
= wt,i,j
βt


where eai,j = 0 if d ft (xai ) , ft xaj ≤ ρt , and 1,

otherwise; ebi,j = 0 if d ft (xai ) , ft xbj > ρt , and
t
.
1, otherwise; and βt = 1−
t
9: end for
PT
10: h(x1 , x2 )
=
t=1 αt S (d (ft (x1 ) , ft (x2 )) , ρt ) ,
where αt = log β1t .

of positive examples A = {xa1 , . . . , xaNa } of celebrity C
and a set of negative examples B = {xb1 , . . . , xbNb } of
other celebrities excluding C, we learn a similarity score
h(x1 , x2 ), which is large if both x1 and x2 belong to C, and
small otherwise. From A and B, we compose a training
data set, where positive examples are pairs of examples that
are both from set A, i.e., {(xai , xaj )}, and negative examples
are pairs of examples that are from both set A and B, i.e.,
{(xai , xbj )}. The similarity between a testing image x and
A, computed as
hmax = max
h(xai , x),
a
xi ∈A

(1)

Figure 3. An example of fast computation of LBP features. For
a local region, only two local binary patterns 11100000 and
000110000 are selected by Adaboosting. For a pixel inside this
region, after estimating the values of the first two pixels, which
have binary number ’10’, in its neighborhood, we can decide that
this pixel does not belong to any of the two local binary patterns
and stop estimating other pixels in its neighborhood. This procedure can be easily implemented by a binary search try on the right.

is used as a measure to verify whether x belongs to celebrity
C or not. In other words, we compare the test image with
all the example images of celebrity C and take the highest
score to make the decision.
In Algorithm 1, F = {f1 , . . . , fL } is a large pool of
u2
(E, k) is the count of the
candidate features. fl = LBPP,R
th
k bin of the histogram of uniform patterns inside local
region E. The features in F are computed using different
LBP operators by choosing different P and R values, and
using different sizes of local regions. For instance, in the
experiments presented in Section 5, by varying P , R and
region sizes, a pool of 38, 150 LBP bin features can be constructed, among which a few hundred will be selected by the
AdaBoost learning algorithm. Note in our implementation,
the distance between two bin features is computed as
2

d(f (x1 ), f (x2 )) =

(f (x1 ) − f (x2 ))
.
f (x1 ) + f (x2 )

(2)

3.3. Fast Computation of LBP Bin Features
Efficiency is very important for web based face verification, especially when handling videos. Our LBP bin feature based AdaBoost algorithm dramatically improves the
efficiency at the verification stage compared with the approaches in [1] and [22] in two aspects. First, computing
the distance between histograms as in [1, 22] requires to add
the differences of all the bins. In the experiments presented
in Section 5, there are in total 38, 150 bins for all the local
histograms. Even after selecting some of the histograms as
in [22], the number of bins is still large. Our algorithm only
needs to compute and sum the difference of a few hundred
bins, which are far fewer than the total number of bins.
Furthermore, the LBP bin features can be computed very
efficiently through early termination. Note that the most
time consuming part of computing LBP features is to estimate the values of pixels on the circle using bilinear in-

terpolation. The bins selected by our AdaBoost algorithm
distribute among many different local regions. On average,
we only need to compute the counts of one or two bins inside a local region. Instead of labeling every pixel with a
local binary pattern, we only need to verify whether a pixel
belongs to the local binary patterns of interest or not. Many
pixels will be discarded after examining the first few pixels in their neighborhood without requiring to estimate all
the pixels in the neighborhood pixels. This procedure can
be easily implemented using a binary tree. An example is
shown in Figure 3. Our approach can speed up the computation of LBP bin features by three to four times.

4. Boosted Multi-Task Learning
4.1. Boosted Multi-Task Learning
As mentioned earlier, we assume that for each celebrity,
a small number of training examples are available for learning. If individual classifiers are learned for each celebrity,
overfitting is inevitable. An alternative approach is to train
a generic classifier which classifies that any two examples
are from the same person or not. A positive training set
{ξi+ = (xi1 , xi2 )}, in which (xi1 , xi2 ) are a pair of examples from the same person, and a negative set {ξi− =
(xi1 , xi2 )}, where two examples in a pair are from two different persons, are built to training a binary classifier. This
classifier is used to verify any person. Many approaches
such as Bayesianface [10] and AdaBoost face recognition
in [20, 22] used this scheme. In certain scenarios, this
approach can effectively reduce the chance of overfitting,
since the positive and negative training sets can be very
large. However, since only a single classifier is built to recognize all the faces, the recognition performance is usually
not satisfactory, as shown in our experiments in Section 5.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm we call Boosted
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) to solve these problems.
Multi-task learning [12] is a machine learning approach
that learns a problem together with other related problems
at the same time using a shared representation. It often
leads to a better model for a single task than learning it independently, because it allows the learner to use the commonality among tasks. In our case, the tasks are the verification of multiple celebrities. Assuming there are M
celebrities to be verified. A celebrity m has Nam training examples Am = {xa1 m , . . . , xaNmam }. There is another
set B = {xbn , . . . , xbNb } which includes training examples of other people excluding these M celebrities. For
each celebrity m, a training set {(ξm,n , ym,n )} is built,
where ξm,n = (xm,n,1 , xm,n,2 ) is a pair of image examples, ym,n = 1 if both xm,n,1 and xm,n,2 are in Am , and
ym,n = 0 if xm,n,1 ∈ Am and xm,n,2 ∈ B 1 .
1 We

can choose xm,n,2 ∈

S

l6=m

Al

S

B to expand the training set.

(t+1)

(t)

Let hk
= hk + αk,t+1 hk,t+1 . Following the AnyBoost
approach [9], the weight on each example is given as the
derivative of the cost function with respect to a change in
the score of the example. Then, if ym,n = 1,


(t)
exp −hk (ξm,n )
(t)

 . (11)
=wk,m,n =qm,k
(t)
∂hk (ξm,n )
1+ exp −hk (ξm,n )
(t+1)
∂Ck

Figure 4. The graphical model of Boosted Multi-Task Learning.

We use a graphical model to represent the structure of
Boosted MTL, as shown in Figure 4. In our model, there are
K boosting classifiers {hk } to be learned, where K ≤ M .
The boosting classifiers are in the following form:
hk (ξm,n ) =

T
X

hk,t (ξm,n ) = S(d (fk,t (xm,n,1 , xm,n,2 )) , ρk,t ),

(3)
(4)

where S(z, ρ) = 1 if z < ρ and −1, otherwise. η is a multinomial hyperparameter. For a given celebrity m, the model
samples a boosting classifier indexed as cm ∈ {1, · · · , K}
based on the conditional probability p(cm |η), and uses hcm
to predict ym,n given ξm,n . The joint distribution is
p({ym,n }|{ξm,n }, {hk } , η)
YXY
p(ym,n |ξm,n , hcm )p(cm |η)
m cm

(t+1)

∂Ck
1
(t)

=wk,m,n =−qm,k
(t)
∂hk (ξm,n )
1+ exp −h (ξ
k

We find hk,t+1 by maximizing

P

m,n

.

m,n )

(12)
wk,m,n hk,t+1 (ξm,n )

(t+1)

αk,t hk,t (ξm,n ),

t=1

=

If ym,n = 0,

n

where

p(ynew |ξnew , {(ξm,n , ym,n )}, {hk }, η)
=

K
X

p(ynew |ξnew , hk )p(hk |{(ξm,n , ym,n )}, {hk }, η)

k=1

=

K
X

qm,k p(ynew |ξnew , hk ).

(13)

k=1

(5)

The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

4.2. Discussions

1−y
exp (−hk (ξ))
In Boosted MTL, celebrities that have commonality in
p(y|ξ, hk ) =
1 + exp (−hk (ξ))
feature selection are clustered and share training data. The
(6)
posterior qm,k indicates how well a boosting classifier hk
We use an EM algorithm to learn {hk } and η.
fits the training data of celebrity m. From Eq. (10), (11)
E-step:
and (12), if hk cannot explain the training data of celebrity
(t)
(t)
(t)
m well, the training data of m has less contribution to the
qm,k = p(cm = k|{ym,n }, {ξm,n }, {hk }, η )
learning of hk since the weight of each example is multi(t) Q
(t)
ηk
n P (ym,n |ξm,n , hk )
plied by qm,k . Instead of training M boosting classifiers for
= PK
.
(7)
(t) Q
(t)
M , in our approach only K boosting classifiers are learnt,
k0 =1 ηk0
n p(ym,n |ξm,n , hk0 )
so it is less likely to overfit. On the other hand, as shown
M-step:
in Eq. (13), the training data of each celebrity can be well
X (t)
(t+1)
explained by properly linearly combining the K boosting
ηk
∝
qm,k .
(8)
classifiers. Instead of requiring all the celebrities to share
m
X
training data as in training a single generic boosting classi(t+1)
(t)
hk
= arg max
qm,k log [p(ym,n |ξm,n , hk )] . (9)
fier, in Boosted MTL, a set of celebrities share training data
hk
m,n
only when their training data can be well explained by the
To solve Eq. (9), the object function of boosting is
same boosting classifier. If K is smaller, the trained classi
fiers are less likely to overfit. We can choose the smallest
X (t)
1
(t+1)
Ck
=
qm,k ym,n log
K which leads to the accuracy on the training data above
1 + exp (−hk (ξm,n ))
m,n
an expected threshold. Thus Boosted MTL provides a way

to maximize the generalization ability while guaranteeing
exp (−hk (ξm,n ))
+ (1 − ym,n ) log
(.10)
certain accuracy on the training data.
1 + exp (−hk (ξm,n ))


1
1 + exp (−hk (ξ))

y 

and αk,t+1 by maximizing Ck
.
After {hk } and η have been learnt by EM, the classifier
of celebrity m is given by

Algorithm 2 Boosted Multi-Tasking Learning
1: Input training sets of M individuals, {∆1 , . . . , ∆M }
where ∆m = {(ξm,n , ym,n )}, candidate features F =
{f1 , . . . , fL }, and the number of components K in the
mixture.
2: Output M binary classifiers of m celebrities. A classifier classifies whether two examples x1 and x2 are from
the same celebrity m or not.
3: Randomly assign a value from 1 to K to cm . qm,k = 1
if cm = k, and 0, otherwise.
4: Initialize weights. If cm =k, wk,m,n = 1+ if ym,n =1,
N
− N1− ,
m

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

+
Nm

−
Nm

m

and
otherwise.
and
are the numbers of
ym,n =1 and ym,n =0 in ∆m . If cm 6= k, wk,m,m = 0.
for t = 1, . . . , T do
for k = 1, . . . , K do
P
normalize weights such that m,n |wk,m,n | = 1.
end for
for k=1, . . . , K do
Search for a best feature fk,t and its
optimal
threshold
ρk,t
to
maximize
P
w
h
(ξ
),
where
h
k,t+1 is
m,n k,m,n k,t+1 m,n
defined in Eq. (4).
(t+1)
Search for αk,t maximizing Ck
in Eq. (10).
end for
Update ηk using Eq. (8).
Update qm,k using Eq. (7).
Update wk,m,n using Eq. (11) and (12).
end for
{hk } are given by Eq. (3).
The classifier of celebrity m is given by Eq. (13).

5. Experimental Results
5.1. LBP Features for Boosting
In the first set of experiments, we compare the proposed
LBP bin features with direct LBP based recognition [1] and
LBP histogram feature based AdaBoost [22]. Following the
notations in Section 3.2, the training data set A has 73 images of George Bush from our database, training set B has
8861 images of other celebrities from the LFW database
[7], a positive testing set has 523 images of George Bush
from the LFW database, and a negative testing test has
4000 images of other people from the LFW database. After running a face detector [21], face regions are normalized to 50 × 50 pixels. Features are computed using three
types of LBP operators (LBPPu2=8,R=2 , LBPPu2=16,R=3 , and
LBPPu2=16,R=4 ), and four different sizes of local regions
(10 × 10, 15 × 15, 20 × 20, 25 × 25). Local regions of
the same size may have overlap. There are in total 38, 150
candidate features, among which 150 features are selected
by the AdaBoost algorithm.

Figure 5. ROC curves of verifying George Bush. LBP: directly
comparing local histograms of LBP as in [1]. Boost bin 38150:
AdaBoosting LBP as described in Section 3.2. The counts of
individual bins are used as candidate features. Boost hist: AdaBoosting using local histograms as features as in [22]. All these
three approaches above include three types of LBP operators, four
difference sizes of local regions, and in total 38, 150 bins of all
the local histograms. Boost bin 4340 and Boost bin 13625 are
also AdaBoosting LBP and use counts of individual bins as features. However, Boost bin 4340 uses only one type of LBP operator (LBPPu2=8,R=2 ) but four different sizes of local regions.
Boost bin 13625 uses three types of LBP operators but only one
size of local regions (10 × 10).
Table 1. The true positive rates of face identification on an image
set of George Bush when the false alarm rate is fixed at 0.1. The
abbreviations of approaches are the same as in Figure 5.

LBP
0.3910
boost bin 4340
0.7610

boost hist
0.5086
boost bin 13625
0.7055

boost bin 38150
0.8319

The ROC curves are shown in Figure 5. Table 1 shows
the true positive rates when the false alarm rate is fixed as
0.1, which is an intersection of Figure 5. Our LBP bin feature based AdaBoost approach significantly outperforms the
approach which compares the distances of local histograms
of LBP as described in [1]. It also outperforms the similarly trained AdaBoost classifier based on LBP histograms
of local regions [22]. As explained in Section 3.1, local binary patterns characterize edges with different orientation,
length and scale. The approach in [22] kept all the edges
and only selected local regions best for face verification
while our approach selects both edges and regions. Thus
our feature pool is much larger and the weak classifiers built
from our features are simpler. Experimental results show
that when using local histograms as features AdaBoosting
can marginally improve the performance compared with directly using LBP, but it is much worse than using counts
of individual bins as features. We also compare the performance when features are computed only using a single type
of LBP operator (curve Boost bin 4340) or only a fixed
local region size (curve Boost bin 13625). It shows that

Table 2. The true positive rates of face identification from images
of 101 celebrities using three different boosting algorithms when
the false alarm rate is fixed at 0.2.

Training
Testing
Training
Testing

LBP
N/A
0.3465
Generic Boost
0.8067
0.5150

Individual Boost
1.000
0.5174
Boosted MTL
1.000
0.6098

Figure 6. ROC curves of verifying images of 101 celebrities.

the performance is better when both different types of LBP
operators and different local region sizes are used.

5.2. Boosted MTL
We next compare the performance of Boosted MTL with
two traditionally approaches: training boost classifiers for
each individual separately and training a generic boosting
classifier for all the celebrities. A total of 101 celebrities
are selected for this experiment. The training set has 10
examples of each celebrities from our database, and 8, 861
examples of other people from the LFW database [7]. The
testing set has 50 different examples of each celebrity from
our database and 4, 000 examples of other people from the
LFW database. Some examples are shown in Figure 1 (c).
This data set is very challenging since faces of celebrities
have very large variations caused by factors such as makeup
and aging. Figure 6 and Table 2 shows the performance of
four different approaches on both the training data and the
testing data: (1) directly using LBP features for verification
(LBP as in [1]), (2) training a different boosting classifier for each celebrity separately (Individual Boost), (3)
training a generic boosting classifier to recognize all the
celebrities (Generic Boost), and (4) Boosted MTL with
K = 7. Individual Boosting explains the the training
data perfectly but performs poorly on the testing data because of overfitting. Generic Boost cannot explain the
training data well and its performance is also low on the
testing data. Boosted MTL can explain the training data
very well and also has better performance than the other
three methods on the testing data.

Figure 7. ROC curves of verifying faces from videos given images.

designed a simple multi-stage boosting algorithm to bridge
the gap between faces in images and in videos. It first finds
a small set of face examples in videos with high confidence
and then includes more examples from videos through face
tracking, and those face examples from the videos are used
to retrain the boosting classifier. The algorithm is summarized as follows.

5.3. Face Verification in Videos

1. A is a set of training images of a celebrity. B is a negative training set of faces excluding the celebrity. B
is easy to get without much labeling effort and can be
used to train the classifiers of different celebrities. Q
is a set of faces from videos to be verified. Train a
boosting classifier using A and B.
2. Identify a small set of a positive examples F from Q
using the trained Boosting classifier with a very low
false alarm rate τ .
3. Expand F to a larger set E through tracking. E include
more variations of poses, resolutions and blurring in
videos but not found in the image training set.
4. Retrain the boosting classifier using A, B and E.
5. Repeat step 2 − 4 for a few times.

We dedicate a short subsection on the topic of face verification in videos here, because we found the problem of face
verification in web videos can be more challenging. Faces
in videos are often of lower resolutions, with more compression artifacts, with larger pose variations, and under more
dramatic lighting conditions than faces in images. Since
our training examples are collected from images, there is a
mismatch between the training and the testing data set. We

In this experiment, there are 63 positive training images
of Bill Gates and 12661 negative training examples. The
task is to verify the faces of Bill Gates from 15 videos downloaded from YouTube. We manually labeled 263 positive
tracks of faces including 8, 152 examples and 606 negative tracks of faces including 18, 085 examples in the testing
videos. Some face examples of Bill Gates from images and
videos are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). Figure 7 shows

the the ROC curves of three approaches: (1) directly comparing LBP features as in [1], (2) LBP bin feature based
AdaBoost only using images of Bill Gates for training, and
(3) Multi-stage Boosting as described above. The true positive rates and false alarm rates are computed in the units
of tracks. A face track is detected as positive if one of its
face instances is detected as positive. LBP bin feature based
AdaBoost is not much better than LBP because of the mismatch between the training images and the testing videos.
Multi-stage Boosting, on the other hand, significantly outperforms the other two approaches.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a framework using LBP bin features
and boosting classifiers to verify the faces of celebrities
from images and videos on the web. It significantly outperforms the approach that directly uses LBP for face verification in terms of both accuracy and speed. We have also
proposed a Boosted Multi-Task Learning algorithm, where
classifiers of multiple celebrities are jointly learnt and share
training data. To our best knowledge, our proposed algorithm is the first boosting framework that inherently conducts multi-task learning to overcome potential overfitting
issues due to the lack of training data.
There are rooms for improvement in the proposed methods. For instance, currently, in order to verify if a given
face image is a certain celebrity, the image needs to be compared against a number of positive training examples before
the maximum score is used to make a decision. This process can be slow, in particular for video applications. For
Boosted MTL, we still do not have a simple scheme to determine the value of K, which is the number of boosting
classifiers. Currently we determine it in a trial-and-error
manner, and choose the smallest K that yields an accuracy
on the training data above a threshold. This could be expensive since the training process typically takes hours to
run.
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